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FOREWORD 

Jeffrey Sachs 
April 2017 

The Council for a Progressive Economy looks both back, and forward, in its 
reconsideration of a Western ‘progressive society for the 21st century.’ Backward the 
Council looks to the 1964 ‘Declaration of the Triple Revolution’, which presciently had 
cautioned disruptions and public challenges from the gathering industrial reorganization 
of ‘cybernation’ –the application of autonomous machines. Forward it looks to 2030 and 
2050, this time presciently alerting the public on the full scope of a new industrial 
structure with its disruption from autonomous production based on artificial 
intelligence, deep machine learning, robotics, and other advances in information 
technology and calling on Authorities to prepare for meaningful work and an ethical 
economy in a new era of the individual’s social engagement.  

The Council hits the mark: our political, civil, and scientific institutions should heed the 
Council’s call and respond with a sense of urgency, creativity, and moral purpose. 
It is well appreciated that major new technologies cause deep societal change. One can 
say, in very general terms, that the agricultural revolution led to village life, and the 
industrial revolution created mass urban society. That the artificial intelligence and 
digital revolution are also creating deep change is widely accepted. Yet there remains a 
misplaced complacency about the changes underway: that by their very nature these 
will benefit society, and that market forces – supply and demand guided by profit 
motives – will sort out economic outcomes in a broadly salutary way.  There are those 
who point to the famed ‘Luddite’ textile workers of the early 19th century, or to the 
authors of the Triple Revolution, that fears today are exaggerated, and that worry about 
adversity from technological change is misplaced. 
The Council is correct to send a far more accurate, and important message. A new 
period is emerging in which the advances in autonomous production could expand 
material wellbeing, leisure, and engagement in more critical human pursuits, but could 
have major adverse consequences as well. The transformations underway are extensive, 
likely to reshape the meaning of work its place in the 21stcentury. Work-life balance will 
require new norms and relevant policies for the individual’s purposeful participation in 
democratic civil society. 
Was the 1964 ‘Triple Revolution’ alarmist, after all? The answer is certainly ‘not’. 
The caution on advances of automation happened (and continue). Traditional jobs, 
especially in farming, mining, and industry, were indeed lost, by the tens of millions in 
the high-income economies and now in middle-income economies as well. Decent work 
came to depend on decent education, and increasingly on higher education and 
specialized vocational training. Successful societies, notably those of northern Europe, 
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have reacted through active labor-market policies, expanded vacation time and shorter 
working hours, and enhanced public policies to ensure access to higher education and 
vocational training. In countries where public policies have lagged, including the United 
States, a great and dangerous social gulf has opened between individuals with college 
degree, who are better prepared for work in the digital era, and those with a high-
school diploma or less, who are exposed to declining living standards, health and 
longevity, and social status. 

The message of the Council deems the advancing age of autonomous production highly 
beneficial for society—but only with public policies that anticipate wisely in its 
development. There is nothing inevitable about society’s successful adjustment to era 
transforming technological changes. Recorded is enough history of the rise, and decline, 
of societies from social strife during periods of anxiety for individual security. The 
Council in offering Authorities and the public a highly perceptive, deeply informed, and 
ethically based Resolution is performing a vital public good for our times.
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PREAMBLE 

The Symposium marks over a half a century of a notable Declaration —‘The Triple 
Revolution’—minding what in 1964 was deemed foreseeable consequence for 
society from future diffusion of ‘Cybernation’ technology. Viewed today the scope is 
more evident, and consequences from complacency more impending. This 
RESOLUTION minds the on-going political EU and State Governance preparations to 
the unsettling industrial transformation in progress lack sufficient perception and 
transparency for public confidence. Awaited is public clarification, and relevant social 
policy for a shared understanding of the impact from a fully transforming economy 
and civil society. 

PART A: INTRODUCTION 

Effects from advances of technologies that enable autonomous productive processes 
and their increasingly rapid application pose an acute, at-hand, public concern. 

The EU amidst a transformative 21st Century socio-economic order is experiencing a 
contracting trend in future industrial employment and labor share of income1. 
Anticipation for the ensuing disruptive events in progress demands from governing 
Authorities preparation for evolving patterns of: industry organization; human 
work and striving; economic precepts and market institutions; and, relevant 
societal ethical norms.  
 
The RESOLUTIONS assert there is risk of public disillusion from the industrial 
transition in progress for social-value creation.  Civil society in the 21st century 
confronts a shift in the role of work from primarily an industrial activity to a 
communal activity in a new social, psychological, and cultural context. Government 
pronouncements on a future inclusive, full-employment industrial economy, with 
quality jobs, steady incomes, and advancement opportunities amidst evident 
proliferation of labor-sparing technologies rouses public mistrust.  

The RESOLUTIONS call for a more encompassing, earnest, informative, public 
assess-ment of the EU economy’s course in an era of autonomous industrial 
productive processes. The advent of a 21st century socio-economic order is one with 
its own unique industrial structure, own means for organizing production, and own 
inherent market dynamic. The transformation in progress follows a recent two 
century industrial revolution which created a formidable economy and eventually a 
modern democratic-capitalist state.  

The societal transformation underway, while accelerated by a surge of novel 
industrial technology, is indeed a steady transformation (evolution) in the economic 
order of the 20th century European industrial economy and society. The 
RESOLUTIONS call for political leadership in realizing visionary economic and social 
policies addressing clearly, and credibly, means for engaging human resources 
in gainful, and purposeful, work amidst new opportunities for work-life balance2. Not 
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attending to the fuller scope of the shift in work and employment risks widening 
public disorientation, discontent, and domestic agitation.  
 

*** 
The RESOLUTIONS express concern that EU and member state officialdom cling to 
policy directives, program initiatives, and human resource goals, of origin in a 
receding phase of European industrial organization and societal development. 
Amidst an eager correction of an enduring economic slack there is resort to now 
routine economic policies3, practices, and theories thought to stimulate ‘growth’, 
‘national wealth’ and ‘productive investment’. Prolonged reliance on past economic 
norms during advancement into a future industrial economy will fail to be adequate 
preparation in the social adjustment process. 

EU, and State, conventional industrial policy measures to activate job employment 
with growth figures may temporarily alleviate distress symptoms, or chart gains in 
specific social-purpose goals4. However, gains from ‘respite measures’ obscure 
the longer-run underlying disruptive forces during a restructuring of productive 
systems. 

Immediate prospects for advancement of individual personal gratification from ap-
plications of in-progress technology is readily evident. However, prospects for ample 
future employment and wage income for individuals from new fields of industry 
(e.g., information technology. biotech, nanotech, green tech) for workers displaced 
in occupations susceptible to robot labor substitution appears less evident and 
problematic.  

The RESOLUTIONS deem the economic and social policies beneficial to reordering a 
new era civil society remain largely unattended. Workforce response to employ-
ment risks from nascent robot, artificial intelligence, and digital technology applica-
tions is not solely economic. Industrial enterprise and applications of commercial 
technologies proceed on their private operators’ own value terms5. The aims for gain 
of the industrial order remain explicit6. The State’s intent in gains for the societal 
order should be no less explicit for their acute impact on: the primacy of the 
individual, his/her stake in an enriched society, individual engagement in gainful 
and purposeful endeavor, and fidelity to democratic ideals7.  

*** 

The RESOLUTIONS assert an under-estimation of the range of economic and social 
effects from extensive and multiple applications of robot, artificial intelligence, and 
digital technology advances toward 2030 and beyond8.While EU stated goals and 
sundry reports, advisory documents, political guidelines, presented to the European 
Parliament9 and EU Commission10 include reference to advancing technology trans-
formation, assessments of workforce impact are ambiguous.  

There appears little (evident) regard in government reports on robot industry 
expansion, assessment of the breadth of their application, or estimates of mounting 
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worker displacement11. Absent are estimates for prospective job losses from 
application of the varied technologies in progress12. Meanwhile reported future 
employment estimates, amplify future employment expansion13. 

Moreover, the presence of ‘robot workers’ is not to be ignored with classifying these 
equivalent to ‘machines’. Robots represent a new class of ‘intelligent’ industrial 
work-force14—alien workers that perform independently, constantly, and under less 
restricted ‘labor regulations’. Absent public insight into their opportune and 
beneficial integration into the workforce15 and ordinary life, sceptics dismiss their 
abilities (and prospective impact on the workforce) citing, and often exaggerating, 
present limitations.  

The Council rejects two often cited beliefs for discounting any permanent impact 
from technology on employment: (a) ‘machines’ commonly augment human labor; 
and, (b) historical experience with new technology and productive ‘machines’ 
yielding new occupations and restored employment. Referencing historical data on 
cyclical employ-ment patterns from technology induced growth, ignores the 
prevailing human living condition in an earlier phase of the region’s inhabitants 
during ‘growth’. Emergence from impoverishment and underdeveloped 
infrastructure had charged a 20th century consumption ‘growth’.  

The RESOLUTIONS urge enactment of alternative industrial and labor policies for 
an era of autonomous productive organization. Diverse Protocols, Programs, 
Initiatives undertaken by EU Authorities in recent years to address economic 
complexities stemming from a 2008 financial crisis are commended. Also, notable 
are EU financial initiatives for investments in research and development, including 
application of advancing robot and AI technology to bolster ‘industrial 
competitiveness in global markets’16 and secure the region’s industrial vitality.  

Questioned, however, is a nearly exclusive quota of investment in industrial sectors 
and technical/commercial innovation. In the formative 21st century economy the 
industrial private enterprise as a societal institution is prone to relent its central role 
in individual’s life-choice decisions on means for livelihood, economic gains from 
education, and in the position of the individual in his/her social status. Support for 
new forms of innovative ‘social sector’ enterprises for engaging individuals in their 
prime years in gainful and purposeful activity receives scarce attention. 

Sustaining a well-ordered civil society with a high standard of individual well-being 
creates ample demand for educated, competent, and varied communal work. To be 
devised are:new non-industrial forms of organized work to engage individuals in 
self-satisfying activity17; and, education relevant to an era in which individuals will 
experience increasing ‘free-time’ and engage in activities that enhance the status of 
civil society.  

Economic nostalgia is not so much about loss of income from vanishing jobs, rather 
the industrial economy offered blue and white-collar workers a sense of identity and 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/29/upshot/donald-trumps-economic-nostalgia.html
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purpose that yet has had no structured replacement in the modern technology 
economy. 

The RESOLUTIONS assert social innovation, and social enterprises, are vital 
institutions for human engagement. These forms have been underrepresented in 
innovation policy18. Social innovation capabilities for personal services represent an 
essential component in a 21st century innovation initiative. To visibly emphasize the 
importance of an innovative social services sector it is urged due recognition of social 
enterprises in EU economic plans. Proposed are full-scale administrative and 
financial support for ‘social innovation’ and a European network of social enterprises 
and their sponsoring organizations19.  

Social enterprises fill-in essential gaps in desired/required consumer social services 
for which the supply-side of the market has neglected to establish value. (Many of 
the most essential functions for sustaining the societal order occur outside the 
market and are practiced as volunteer occupations.) A scatter of such social 
enterprises, and their sponsoring organizations20, now enable individuals to pursue 
‘ideas’ as projects for a beneficial social purpose.  

*** 

The RESOLUTIONS call for a new, relevant, Social Contract21—economic, social 
justice, and equity—for a well-ordered transitioning 21st Century industrial 
economy and civil society. Securing Europe’s society in the 21st century requires 
conscious reformation of its economic, and social, ethos to address new era 
questions: What remains/demands man's undertaking when with new means he 
ceases to be reliant upon his own labor for the material basis of survival? Are there 
deserving claims on goods and services besides a ‘job’? What new means sets a 
basis for his access to the land’s productive resources and provision for individual 
‘well-being’.  

The Council questions as applicable past social rules and economic measures as 
indices of future economic performance, economic development of society, or 
individual well-being.  

Once, for an earlier period, a social orthodoxy developed fitting and purposeful 
economic theories, doctrines, (propositions) and statistics explaining human 
responses to a then newly formed 20th century industrial socio-economic order22. 
Measures for industrial output became the heart of economic planning and 
determined advances in the status of the economy23. 

Into the 21st century24 there appears no rationale for steady vigorous industrial 
growth25 as the determinant for achieving quality living conditions on the European 
continent. Required from the Central Administration is state of the art conception of 
economic analysis in considering new policy positions/prescriptions. New productive 
capabilities from application of technology in industrial production, and for assisting 
in private life, afford ‘growth in the quality of life’ as measure for sustained human 
satisfaction. New means for individual participation in the wealth creation from 
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autonomous systems remain to be devised. Arising new forms of determining social 
progress (beyond GDP) to assess the quality-of-life status of individual well-being 
remain to be fully integrated in determining social policy.  

The RESOLUTIONS propose EU rely on a series of economic indicators that are more 
relevant and accurate for assessing economic performance and individual well-being 
in a wholly transformed industrial system. (For some period, the present and new 
series would function in unison.) Present GDP figures understate the effects from 
increasing amounts of non-market based human efforts…that represent high value 
added to the society. GDP/capita figures misrepresent the actual status of ‘well-
being’. While ‘growth’ objectives are regularly circulated for national economic 
performance, there are no similar figures regularly circulated on other conditions for 
human welfare. In an era of advanced information technology, the inaccuracies in 
national economic statistics should not be present.  

*** 

The RESOLUTIONS urge preparation of a 2050 Roadmap with priorities for attaining 
the Union’s ‘social rights’ from economic gains in an era of productive industrial 
progress26. The future course for shaping societal institutions which expand the 
opportunities for individuals in their prime years to engage in diverse activities 
should not be left in doubt for lack of a relevant Social Charter (akin to the ‘Charter 
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union’) with its social aims27. 

The Council is not set to forecast patterns for human engagement in economic and 
societal work in an era of contracting applications for intensive human resources in 
industrial production of goods and services. Questioned however is a workforce 
education policy with expectation that EU’s labor resources can fully educate 
themselves into life-long employment (i.e., ‘life-long-learning’). Similarly, the Council 
is not prepared to specify patterns as alternative to a job-wage payment system.  

The RESOLUTIONS do present critical, unattended, concerns for future public policy 
deliberation. Required from the central administration is a more aware statement of 
the breadth of the industrial transformation in progress, and the reach of the 
economic and social effects there from. Urged from EU and state Officialdom is an 
earnest political and public assessment of the situations to be confronted from the 
industrial transition in progress, and a ‘visions’ for worker and society well-being 
in a 21st century progressive economy28. To be prepared is a Charter relating how an 
EU governing leadership foresees economic and social gains for Europe’s society, 
economy, and individual well-being, from 21st century transformative technologies 
and institutions  

*** 
05.13.2017 
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PART B: RESOLUTIONS 

The RESOLUTIONS address four societal conditions stemming from transformation 
toward a 21st century socio-economic order: (a) organization of work; (b) source of 
income and revenue; (c) education in the era of artificial intelligence; (d) social and 
ethical relations in human/robot interaction. Concerns for civil law, legal 
transactions, and liability also will pose vexing adjustments as robot/AI presence 
pervades in the human’s social space. (The Council considers the DRAFT 
Recommendations to the Commission on European Civil Law Rules in Robotics and 
the Charter of Digital Rights instructive and supports policies proposed for 
Commission consideration.) 

These four subjects shift public attention from technology buzzwords (viz., 4.0, robot 
cars, digital networking, internet-of-things, peer-production, artificial intelligence, 
etc.) to focus on: What do these developments mean for industrial capitalism and 
society itself? The RESOLUTIONS urge more insightful, and instant, preparation for 
the climaxing event—the advance into a society with distinctly altered: urban 
communal life, societal norms, work/leisure ethic, and attributes of quality in the 
individual’s daily life.  

Work and Employment Considerations 

This topic explores the interactions among technological, economic, and societal 
trends on the nature of work and employment into the 21st century. Emphasized are 
the need to understand and track trends and develop strategies to inform, prepare 
the labor market for micro and macro changes in the industrial sector. The 
displacement of job employment, and its shock on labor social protection services, is 
best not deferred to an imminent crisis.  

The Council is mindful of a E.U. administration commitment and striving toward a 
full-employment economy29. Through coordinating and monitoring state 
employment policies and devising programs and subsidies, the central administration 
also pursues policies for increasing the labor participation rate of diverse ethnic 
groups within the larger E.U. social assemblage. Labor policy seeks placement of this 
workforce in steady and quality employment, with minimal unemployment. 

Past phenomenon of economic ‘growth’ (GDP/BIP) with corresponding demand for 
labor and advance in ‘standard of living’ has decoupled. In development of 21st 
century industrial and labor policy the diverse factors that spurred quantitative 
growth in the past have altered in their relative effect.  

Economic policies that presently spur growth by consumption of personal 
‘convenience’ goods to satisfy steadily higher levels of Maslow’s hierarchy of ‘needs’ 
is a dubious design for employment policy in the era of ‘zero marginal cost’ and new 
era preferences for personal life. The RESOLUTION contends a new era of industrial 
productive processes/systems will be sustained by smaller numbers of employed in 
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diverse specialized occupations. Pursuit of GDP/BIP ‘growth’ is questionable labor 
policy for EU stated full-employment aims. 

The RESOLUTION contends that gainful, and purposeful, participation of prime-age 
individuals in a formative 21st century society will require new means and 
institutional organizations for engaging individuals in organized work. The nature of 
‘valued’ work, the manner of ‘organizing’ work, the means for ‘compensating’ non-
market-based work, and the ‘education’ (literacy) competences for future human 
work, await policy consideration.  

The RESOLUTION urges EU and State consideration of the following 7 assessments 
for a more explicit response to retaining participation of prime-age human resources 
in a 2030+ vital socio-economic order. 

• Lingering doldrums in the labor market stem from more complex 
origins than a legacy of the crisis of the last decade or a momentary 
slow pace in ‘structural adjustment’ to new productive processes30. 

• Cautions is urged on a perceived EU preference for under estimating 
the rate of robot, AI, and digital technology application based on trends 
from past ‘predictions’ on the spread of nascent technologies. Wide-
spread presence of ‘smart’ devices has prepared the path toward 
increasing application of intelligent objects. 

• An accelerated pace in the changing organization of industrial work 
with application of contingent forms of labor utilization, along with its 
expansion of autonomous systems in production, pose consequences 
for workforce occupation that exceed EU and State preparedness.  

• Advancing innovation and applications of autonomous systems steadily 
qualify ‘robot labor’ for deployment in an ever-wider range of industrial 
sectors and social environments encroaching on human occupations 
applying cognitive knowledge to repetitive work. 

• The application of new productive processes and systems advances 
rapidly. EU Preparations lag the shift in the structure of labor markets 
and the future gainful application of human labor31. Absent remain 
policies for mobilizing prime-age individuals to engage in new 
alternative societal work modes for gainful, and purposeful, activity as 
conventional industrial employment contracts. 

• Urged are contingency plans and policies for preserving labor resources 
through largely expanded private and public sector ‘social innovation’ 
initiatives conducted via new forms of worker cooperation (e.g., crowd 
sourcing) and ‘creative industries’ models32. Proposed are policies that 
expand/ sponsor operation of private ‘social innovation’, and ‘social 
enterprise’, organizations.   

• Urged are supplemental labor policies that expand work opportunities 
for beneficial voluntary communal activity as alternatives to 
joblessness. The industrial transformation underway with its increasing 
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human services (non-industrial) work titles will require adjustments in 
perceptions of work status, cultural ethos, and public attitudes. Caution 
is urged for the ‘social status’ from work titles ascribed to diverse 
communal voluntary activity. To be avoided are labor market reform 
measures that inadvertently engender invidious divisions among 
individuals in society confronted with reversals in status from freelance 
or volunteer activity. 

Technologies for enhanced industrial productive applications diffuse steadily and 
more swiftly than in former years. The while structural adjustments in labor 
resources proceed more slowly with their increasing complexity. As the applications 
of new deployed technologies are less mass labor intensive, and workers with 
leading-edge skills remain in short supply and reach qualification slowly, the few 
benefit disproportionately. EU labor policy with its affirmation on full-employment 
extended to an ever-larger labor participation of working-age individuals (viz., 
displaced un-employed workers, youth including university graduates, females from 
households, drop-outs from the active labor market, extended employment for 
senior workers, and arriving immigrant and asylum workers) confronts an industry 
trend toward increasing application of autonomous technologies.   

The RESOLUTION urges policymakers to amend the Luxemburg process and ensuing 
Charter of Fundamental Rights with their envisaged inclusive labor market (jobs for 
all) with aims, objectives, and policy priorities commensurate with an industrial 
economy of multi-millions of robot and AI devices set for ‘employment’ in private 
and public enterprises. As wage-labor and steady employment contract future status 
and progress of human conditions on the continent should be merited from 
qualitative indices of ‘Social Development’ (viz., good living conditions and positive 
well-being) or ‘Quality of Life’ (QOL). 

To be considered are: ‘What development constitutes genuine growth in a future 
economy? What are productive economic and social activities in the 21st century 
societal order?’ How to prepare future generations of prime-age individuals for 
gainful and purposeful communal activity?’ ‘Who is to benefit from growth spurred 
by rival robot workers for jobs?’ 
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Income and Revenue Considerations 

The RESOLUTION affirms a necessity for innovative tax policies that address 
transpiring industry productive processes which steadily contract prospects for 
individuals to earn steady wage (job) incomes, and which present economic 
conditions for drastically altering the source of state income tax revenues.  

It is contended that EU economic policy pronouncements under estimate, too 
readily, the magnitude of effects from Robot, AI, and digital technologies (among 
others) on future employment and source of worker income. Foreseeable is an 
economy in which private industry operators cease to be the primary, reliable, and 
responsible agents for worker employment and steady wages.  

The RESOLUTION urges development of proposed scenarios on new alternative 
policies for maintaining worker incomes and financing livelihood of individuals and 
households confronted with only tentative employment and uncertain income.  

The Council considered reported tax reforms in EU member states33. Shifts in the 
incidence of taxes are cited. Employment taxes are decreasing overall while there are 
no clear strategy policy statements for future state revenues. Reduced labor taxes 
are cited for their “incentivizing employers to recruit more young people”. Incidental 
changes in VAT taxes are cited. Several states introduced taxes on pollution and 
resources. Also, several states used tax policy to “stimulate socially responsible 
investment”.  

Justification for employee income taxes (personal income tax) will become 
increasingly contentious as fewer employed are subject to the tax. The Council takes 
notice of a recent report that finds “…scope to shift labor taxes to alternative 
consumption, recurrent property, and environmental taxes.” The basis for 
employment taxes and business income taxes (corporate income tax) similarly will 
become unsound with radically altered employment of a mixed human and robot 
workforce configured to the firm’s pursuit of market gains.  

The RESOLUTION contends that tax regimen suited to a developing era of 
autonomous productive processes will require new concepts for raising state 
revenues and financing civil society policies and programs. Required are tax 
measures from a broader base of resources to sustain public finances, maintain 
economic stability, and preserve an equitable distribution of national wealth.  

Acknowledged are recent tax policy reforms that secure the state’s interest in the 
corporate tax base of multinational companies by mandating taxes on profits in 
jurisdictions where the corresponding trade takes place (and not necessarily in 
foreign locations where the firm is registered.)  

Also notable is a 2015 Report, Tax Reforms in E.U. Member States, with proposals for 
diversifying revenue sources. However, the Report fails to consider tax policy 
response to increasing dislocation of wage-labor from altered employment terms 
and industry deployment of robot ‘workers’. 
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The RESOLUTION urges for EU administration, and its electorate, consideration of 
the following 8 statements.  

• The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union has 
affirmed income security and equal access to essential services as basic 
rights of individuals. Present E.U. social protection system covering 
social assistance, social insurance, active labor market measures 
based on employment taxes will likely not be an adequate, or 
effective, means for replacing the purchasing power from larger-scale 
lost wage incomes. Further approaches to revenue sources assume 
increasing urgency.  

• Proposed is a EU comprehensive review of commercial and personal 
tax regimen to secure state revenues based on new enterprise 
structures, relevant economic principles34, and civil government 
imperatives (e.g., conservation of resources). Wealth produced by 
robot labor rather than by human labor is still wealth. The distribution 
of abundance (wealth) in a robot/AI society must be based on criteria 
strikingly different from an economic system based on scarcity. 

• The RESOLUTION does not specify particular sources for new tax 
revenue. To be considered is shift of taxation to industry and public 
consumption of ‘commons resources’. A carbon tax is one example. 
Transaction taxes (e.g., data transactions tax) may replace income tax. 
Means for assessing the value for data transaction remain to be 
developed. A tax on transactions valued most important in the modern 
industrial world would seem justifiable.  

• With advancing displacement of human labor from steady jobs EU 
political leadership is urged to address fitting alternatives for replacing 
loss (absence) of worker wage incomes. Underway are ‘experiments’ in 
several EU jurisdictions with ‘income supplement’ programs (such as 
basic income guarantee (BIG), CORE support, earned income tax credit 
and other none ‘means tested’ measures) for alterative income 
support.  

• The RESOLUTION proposes commissioning economic, scientific, and 
social institutions to assess and report on alternate concepts for 
organizing communal work as displacement of industrial wage-labor 
becomes increasingly widespread. It is proposed any public policy for 
continuing redistribution to individuals of tax revenues should 
accompany private and public organized programs affording incentives 
(conditions) for individual recipients to engage in chosen communal   
activity to ‘earn’ one’s state allowance. 

• Diverse forms of beneficial ‘communal activity’, volunteer activity, or 
work now not transacted as ‘market’ services, should be accepted as 
qualified work and credited to the individual’s civic service account. It is 
the Council’s conviction that individuals for their self-engagement will 
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perform purposeful civic activities given ‘opportunity’ and ‘choice’ for 
alternative well-ordered civic work.  

• It is proposed any pension financing formula crediting incomes from 
wage earnings should also include crediting income-equivalent earnings 
for hours from volunteer activities. A basic tenet for revised pension 
policy is it creates incentives for individuals to enhance the value of the 
pension benefit through alternative work contribution methods.     

• The Council maintains that the ultimate purpose of state economic 
policy goals is the life satisfaction of the individual governed. Measures 
of ‘standard-of-living’ based on income [GDP/capita, individual 
purchasing power/disposable income, or labor income shares] are 
deemed an insufficient basis for future evaluations of ‘well-being’ and 
‘quality of life’. Neglected are uniquely merited quality values (health 
and ready access to quality medical services; education and ready 
access to quality instruction); social inclusion and equality in access to 
social services.)  
Proposed is the inclusion of social measures in the evaluation of E.U. 
Annual Growth Survey economic performance, and more directly in the 
allocation of public investment. (EUROSTAT report on GDP per capita in 
purchasing power standards (PPS); the U.N. Human Development 
Report; ‘Global Live-ability Ranking’ (among others), trace individual 
and household well-being during a transitioning period of employment 
and labor market activity.   

The RESOLUTION minds the rationale for a tax regimen based on a 20th century 
economy is inappropriate for the wealth creating conditions in a 21st century or for 
new forms of social enterprise. Developments such as the ‘sharing society’, ‘zero 
marginal cost’ along with a shift from ‘ownership’ to ‘access’ for property yield 
added means for enhancement of the human condition. These enhancements in 
individual satisfaction remain yet to be figured in measures of individual well-being, 
and ‘Global Live-ability Ranking’. 
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Education in Era of Artificial Intelligence 

With advance of the industrial revolution in the 20th century basic education adapted 
to new requirements for man’s regular income-producing occupation. During the 
century, a growing ‘blue-collar, and ‘white-collar’ educated workforce became a vital 
resource for operating the intricate technical systems propelling economic 
productivity. Education, and apt choices for career occupations, became the 
individual’s preparations for auspicious jobs, income, employment security, and 
upward mobility. 

In post WW-II period the public education establishment shifted yet further to a 
public-operated employment training establishment for private and public sector 
enterprises preparing individuals for: qualifications in diverse skill occupations; 
integration into the ‘culture’ of life-time employment; and, instruction for securing 
jobs and enhancing steady income became essentials in a new education paradigm. 
The individual’s dependence on education certificates became life-time ‘insurance’ for 
employment (maintaining oneself). 

Public education has come to confront a new period of education transformation. 
The advent of artificial intelligence, and it embodiment in working apparatus (e.g., 
robots) is creating a new form intelligent worker and a new professional instruction 
staff—the Programmer. On the horizon is the appearance of a new, well-
educated/trained ‘workforce’, whose creation are limited only by the pace of their 
assembly line, and whose knowledge and experience is instantly transferrable to 
successive generations. (Among humans each child repeats learning to count and 
read.) 

In these new industrial ‘workers’ humans with their expert knowledge confront 
advancing levels of artificial intelligence with virtually limitless memory ability and 
instant access to the amassed data in the ‘cloud’. And the pace of gains in their 
computing and communicating intelligence is set to exceed the slow pace of 
cognitive education and verbal communication in raising a succeeding generation of 
human workers. 

Concern is expressed for the absence of an education policy that fully addresses the 
social requirements for ‘human’ education relevant to 21st century societal 
conditions. EU education initiatives center on perceived ‘job’ knowledge 
requirements for a 21st century industrial wage-labor economy35. EU policy yet 
foresees education as preparation for a life-time of ‘jobs’ (life-long-learning) and 
employment. Proposed policies assume public education of a labor force outpacing 
the advances of AI-embedded intelligence (MINT cognitive knowledge) in smart 
robot labor (and other looming technologies). Yet other education policies would 
enable a ‘creative’ workforce with exceptional ‘problem solving skills’. Education 
policy remains labor employment policy.   

Rejected is the education for employment scenario as a relevant public education 
policy for a future European socio-economic order. MINT education and creative, 
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problem solving skill requirements for higher order jobs is certain. Essential for a 
society in which humans engage more frequently in socially purposeful work will be 
distinctly human skills. The industrial ‘job description’ and ‘job qualification’ will be 
matched with societal activity schedules and qualifications.   

The RESOLUTION questions the often-cited limitations to robot and AI abilities in 
pro-gramming. The chorus of what ‘robot labor’ cannot (or will not) perform well 
under-estimates what is already in progress, and what may well be achieved in the 
course to mid-century. To be confronted is not the limits to robot/AI abilities, but 
rather what work should duly be shifted to robot labor? These new workers will fill 
occupations across the full-range of what are deemed human endeavors. And, 
occupations in the provision of human services (i.e., care for elderly and infirm) will 
extend their physical, mental and ‘emotional range. 

The RESOLUTION maintains present education policy misperceives organic 
limitations to intelligent forms for human interaction and with traditional education 
risks the future of the continents human resources. An education strategy for human 
development based of rivaling advances in embedded artificial intelligence has little 
to commend it. Essential is a new art of human development that remains unique to 
the human intellect and capacity for emotional response…and the application of that 
understanding in a ‘societal market place’. 

A new 21st century vision for public education (given the long lead-times for 
implementation) is urgent for Europe. Posed for education policy makers remains 
the nature of competences for development of a future generation of human-
potential engaged in gainful and purposeful social activity36.  

• As other forms of inanimate intelligence with physical and mental 
endurance are set to perform industries’ bidding, what distinctly 
human endeavors will society prize?  

• What education certificates will replace higher vocational degrees as 
licenses for steady income, entry into adult livelihood, family 
formation, and occasions for leisure?  

• Which key competencies are most relevant for sustainable 
development and hence should be developed in future-oriented higher 
education37? 

• What competences remain for a professional Academia engaged in 
human development in an era of professional ‘programmers’ infusing 
‘robot workers with advanced artificial intelligence?  

Into the 21st century EU education policy will cease to be surrogate for unattended 
employment policy. The merit for education policy will be beyond inflating the 
education attainment levels for performance of routine jobs. 

Cited are 6 critical education concerns for EU central administration attention.   

• What now are vouched as exclusive human intellectual and emotional 
abilities— and may remain so for some period during AI development 
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—are competences not beyond AI encroachment. The public education 
establishment must not proceed unmindful of industries’ own steady 
pursuit of ‘educating’ a new, proliferating, robot workforce. 
Development of human future competencies should proceed beyond 
job employment requirements for sustaining a viable societal order. At 
stake is not how man will produce, but how man will live. 

• The Council takes notice of EU Commission often cited reference to 
‘education’ as an imperative to economic growth and full-employment 
workforce participation in the region’s economy. Workers will make a 
risky investment in education (including ‘life-long-learning’) only with 
some certainty for securing a job in the specialized occupation for 
which they prepared and invested time, and funds, or, that jobs remain 
secure during absence in training. Otherwise, the education investment 
will be in general, more portable, knowledge or craft skills. Any EU 
labor policy that relies on intensive, and particularized, worker job 
preparation education should be accompanied by state indemnity. 

• The RESOLUTION proposes forming a tri-partite public-private 
Commission (Government, Industry, University) that would monitor at 
different rates of innovation, industry milestones toward development/ 
application of AGI for tracking progress on development of corres-
ponding public education policy. The Commission would also track and 
report on occupation trends in creation and displacement of jobs in 
diverse fields/areas of qualification.  

• The Resolution urges adoption of education policy (model) that 
prepares coming generations of prime-age individuals for more self-
reliant, purposeful, active, communal life during lengthening periods of 
‘free time’ (even as some individuals with rare skills yet fulfill jobs.) 
Public education should not be perverted into an institution for 
desperate striving of individual’s to out-pace pursuing forms of 
artificial intelligence for their means of livelihood. 

• The Council takes notice of EU Commission often cited reference to 
‘education’ as an imperative to economic growth and full-employment 
workforce participation in the region’s economy. Workers will make a 
risky investment in education (including ‘life-long-learning’) only with 
some certainty for securing a job in the specialized occupation for 
which they prepared and invested time, and funds, or, that jobs remain 
secure during absence in training. Otherwise, the education investment 
will be in general, more portable, knowledge or craft skills. The 
RESOLUTION proposes any EU policy that relies on intensive, and 
particularized, worker education should be ‘insured’ by the state. 

• The RESOLUTION urges public education Administrators reassess the 
20th century models for early childhood development, primary 
education, and advanced ‘vocational’ education. A 21stcentury public 
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education system should be set to resume its former function of:                 
 educating the individual for development of his/her native ability; 
preparing the individual for purposeful pursuits and; and,  participa- 
tion in a society of adult citizenry’s active engagement in affairs 
communal life. 

• The RESOLUTION minds public education’s future aim must enhance 
the unique competencies distinguishing human, from artificial, 
intelligence viz., social competence, creativity, arts, moral capability, 
autonomy, the capability of humans to search, discuss, reflect upon, 
and define their own purposes of life, the capability of humans to 
devote working-time, spare time, and societal time in accordance with 
their own horizon of meaning.  

When jobs are perishable, technologies come and go, and the individuals working 
lives are longer, social intelligence is a human foundation. It gives humans an edge, 
enabling them to perform intricate work calling for nimble intelligence, empathy, 
altruism, and human interaction—traits that elude artificial intelligence.  

The RESOLUTION urges conception of novel education policies that gird human 
intellectual and ethical development during a transpiring period of the individual’s 
inter-action with an alien intelligent presence in industrial and civil society 
conditions.  
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Ethical Considerations  

The development of society and of economy driven by, robots, artificial intelligence, 
and multiple digital techniques represent a fundamental social transformation. This 
change embraces chances and challenges from an ethical perspective. 

The task of ethics as theory of morality is the mediation between empirical insights 
with human insights about the purpose of life. Ethical reflections originate in the 
inalienable human dignity of all humans as formulated in the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the European Union.  

Due to their moral capability, which cannot be delegated to technologies, humans 
bear responsibility for technological development (e.g., for automated weapon-
systems while searching for peace). Ethics must therefore differentiate continuously 
in interaction with technological progress. Ethical reflections need to embrace the 
economic frame conditions as well by examining constantly their respect of humans 
and of the environment and by aiming for an ecologically and socially responsible 
market economy. While acknowledging the interdependence of the four topics of its 
declarations, the Council for a Progressive Economy highlights the following ethical 
aspects38: 

• The RESOLUTION asserts that social transformation driven by robot, 
artificial intelligence, and digital technologies is leading to unique 
chances from an ethical perspective e.g., in health care the robotized 
support of humans with disabilities empower them to live an 
autonomous life; financial markets benefit from higher speed, data-
volume, and precision for their transactions; innovative business-
models and ways of doing business open new horizons and contribute 
to progress; technology-based economic processes relieves humans 
empowering them for other tasks. Society and the economy should try 
to benefit optimally from the unique ethical chances of the industrial 
transformation while recognizing also the potential ambivalence of 
these chances. 

• The RESOLUTION minds that the digital transformation is based on self-
learning systems which are expected to be able in the future to go far 
beyond today’s expectations. Therefore, the Council urges that humans 
provide guidance to the digital transformation and define its speed and 
its outreach by defining ethical principles and norms. The paradox of 
automatization comprising humans are on the one hand increasingly 
excluded from the value-creation-process; on the other hand, they 
remain the decisive and leading instance due to their moral capability. 
The moral capabilities of technologies may be overestimated. The term 
‘moral technologies’ can be misleading and in this sense problematic as 
technological systems can follow and implement heteronomously 
predefined norms but they don’t possess moral capability to define 
autonomously moral norms which are universal, and they lack 
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autonomy, freedom, and conscience. Humans remain liable for the 
decisions and actions by technologies because of their moral capability. 
Part of this responsibility is to include ethical principles and categories 
in the design and programming of technologies. 

• The RESOLUTION asserts that the digital transformation should serve 
humans. Technological process receives its orientation from humans. 
This implies to build a legal framework for and set legal limits to 
digitalization, robotization, and the use of artificial intelligence on an 
ethical basis to respect human rights and corresponding duties. 

• The Council welcomes generally all the different initiatives by states 
and civil society on national and regional levels – e.g. the decision by 
the European Parliament to ask the EU Commission to propose EU-
wide rules on robotics and artificial intelligence. Facing the increased 
complexity of the digital transformation, the Council urges to identify 
the dimensions of responsibility (e.g., subjects of responsibility) and the 
relations of responsibility. These identifications are necessary to avoid 
a lack of moral and legal accountability in the case of accidents and 
crimes and to enable risk-assessments, rules for liabilities, and 
insurances meeting this ethical challenge. 

• The RESOLUTION cautions that the digital transformation will lead to a 
substantial loss of paid jobs because self-learning systems will create 
less costs than human employees and seems to require less human 
input then former technologies which were the basis of earlier 
transformative processes. The contraction of the paid labor-market is 
of ethical concern  for its uncertain sources of income, financial means 
for social welfare,  structuring daily life, purpose of life, and self-
understanding of humans. Beyond that, it contributes to the widening 
of the gap between the rich and the poor because less people are 
directly involved economically and socially in a more efficient and more 
effective value-creation-process. 

• The RESOLUTION urges adequate measures restructuring accordingly 
the society and the economy with – based on the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union – human rights as legal and 
ethical point of reference to enable a peaceful coexistence and a just 
and peaceful society, and to protect all humans in their survival and 
their human dignity. 

• The RESOLUTION warns a present ‘work-ethos’ (developed in 150 
years) based on a paid job and on full-occupation needs to be adapted 
according to the consequences of the digital transformation–including 
a re-valorization of social engagement, social entrepreneurship, 
‘societal time’, and spare time. Specific research, education, and in-
service-training in Ethics on these issues represent a promising way for 
meeting this challenge. 
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• The RESOLUTION expresses concern that the industrial transformation, 
with its increased interaction between robots and humans (e.g., the 
massive impact of the high presence of social networks in daily life on 
social behavior, social competence, and personal interaction), and its 
interventions in social and personal processes and relationship lead to 
a technologization and robotization of the image of humans, of human 
mindsets, and a questioning of human dignity. 

• The RESOLUTION minds that education should prepare for the new 
society and economy the unique competencies of humans 
distinguishing humans from artificial intelligence and robots –, e.g., an 
attitude grounded in human dignity, ethical reason (Vernunft) instead 
of just technical rationality (Verstand), critical thinking, the ability to 
think in respectively to interact with complex systems, social 
competence, creativity, arts, moral capability, autonomy, the capability 
of humans to search, discuss, reflect upon, and define their own 
purposes of life, the capability of humans to devote working-time, 
spare time, and ‘societal time’ in accordance with their own horizon of 
meaning. 

• The RESOLUTION urges attention to global inequality and global 
injustice The Council calls for taking the opportunity of the increased 
demand of natural resources fueling the industrial transformation as 
occasion of optimizing the implementation of already existing human 
rights-obligations of states and the private sector in this area. 
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EXERPTS 

TRIPLE REVOLUTION (1964) 
 

“This Resolution is drafted in recognition that civilization is amidst a historic period in industrial and 
social transformation which compels a fundamental reexamination of national values and institutions.”  
 
“A new era of production has begun. The Cybernation Revolution results in systems of almost unlimited 
productive capacity. Systems which also require progressively less human labor. Cybernation is already 
reorganizing the economic and social system to meet its own needs.” 
 
“Preparation of public policies for coping with the progressive effects from cybernation is indispensable 
to the creation of an atmosphere in which the critical issue, the means for public well-being, proceed 
with resolve while maintaining public confidence in Government and its leadership.” 
 
“Individuals are increasingly exiled from the economy by cybernation. Promises of job creation and 
employment are a cruel and dangerous hoax to those who are especially vulnerable to cybernation.” 
 
“Cybernation appears as a revolution in production. These include the development of radically 
different productive techniques, novel principles for reordering jobs and employment, and man's 
relationship to his society.”  
 
“While the major aspects of the cybernation revolution are for the moment restricted to the U.S., its 
effects will engulf the industrial world and large parts of the non-industrial world. The problems posed 
by the cybernation revolution are part of a new era in the history of all mankind.” 
 
“As machines take over production from labor, the displaced become dependent on minimal and 
unrelated government measures—unemployment insurance, social security, welfare payments.” 
 
“The continuance of the income-through jobs link as the only major mechanism for distributing effective 
demand—for granting the right to consume—now acts as the main brake on the almost unlimited 
capacity of a cybernated productive system.” 
 
“Abetted by special interest groups, these have urged perpetuating an economic model based on 
concepts of scarcity and evading the prospect of abundance produced by cybernation. The relevant 
economic consideration is not how to increase production of goods and services but how to distribute 
the abundance potential from cybernation.”  
 
“There is an urgent need for a fundamental change in the arbitrary model that limits consumer 
participation in the market to those momentarily on a payroll.” 
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ENDNOTES 
 
1 See: Understanding the Downward Trend in the Labor Income Shares, Chapter 3, p121, IMF, April 2017 
2 EU NGOs petitioned President Juncker to set out, as a matter of great urgency, how the EU will respond with clarity and conviction to the 
challenge of the ambitious and universal Agenda 2030 and to commit to developing an integrated, overarching strategy covering internal and 
external affairs. 
3 Action by the European Central Bank (ECB) with injecting cheap credit (buy covered bonds, asset-backed securities, or corporate bonds below 
the deposit rate) and the EU Commission’s European Social Fund finance numerous initiatives to stimulate industrial growth and human 
develop-ment. The aims, however, remain to revive a passing economic model for industrial activity and human resource application.   
4 A key challenge in the 2030 Agenda is achieving inclusive and sustainable growth and creating decent jobs, particularly for women and youth. 
5 A Digital Single Market Strategy with financial gain for centralized infrastructure of large telecom operators and INTERNET access providers. 
6 Earnings per share, Return on Investment, Inventory Turn-over, etc. are the tests for efficient distribution of resources within the firm. 
7 The European Civil Law Rules in Robotics, Charter of Digital Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Tax Reforms in E.U. Member States: 
2015 Report, Working Paper N.- 58, 2015, and Key Competences for European Citizens in the knowledge Society, European Commission, 20 
December 2012. are early examples for a more encompassing Declaration on the pursued aims for a transforming 21st Century socio-economic 
Order. Proposal for a new European Consensus on Development Our World, our Dignity, our Future, Communication from the Commission to 
the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. 
8 The Council has taken note of the following: European Union’s Convention on Robotics 2025; The Charter of Digital Rights; European Civil Law 
Rules on Robotics.  
9 E.U. Annual Growth Survey, 2017, Brussels, 16.11.2016 COM (2016) 725 final; New Dynamics for Europe: Reaping the Benefits of Socio-
Ecological Transition, WWW for Europe, WIFO, Karl Eiginger. 
10 DRAFT REPORT: Recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103(INL)), Committee on Legal Affairs, 
Rapporteur: Mady Delvaux (Initiative – Rule 46 of the Rules of Procedure; 2015 Joint Report of the Council and the Commission on the 
Implementation of the Strategic Framework for European Cooperation in Education and Training (ET-2020). 
11 The prospect (at-hand) of robot-driven overland trucks that may displace several million drivers, and that the multiplier effect from one single 
occupation displacement may further add 5-6 million to the unemployed figures is nowhere evident. 
12 See: The retail apocalypse has officially descended on America The Street.com 22Mrch. 2017, reporting closure of 2500 regional retail stores 
from major U.S. Retailers in 2017 with estimated lay-offs 250,000-300,000 employees as operations respond to technology and new business 
systems. 
13 Industry estimates project 20 million robot operators by 2050. A percentage will represent net additions to the workforce. Meanwhile the 
only justification for future ‘full-employment’ is past experience in which labor displacement had adjusted to other forms of employment. Any 
lasting effect from job displacement is dismissed off-hand with comment there will untold new jobs as there had appeared in the past. There is 
no account for the qualitative difference between ‘machine’ and ‘robot worker’.  
11 Europe’s 2020 employment rate target of 75% reported to be attainable; deployment of 5G mobile communication systems reported to 
create two million jobs; 20 percent of the EU budget expenditure on climate-related action reported to yield jobs; Youth employment program 
goals reported to place all youth in jobs. 
14 The Council questions the applicability of experience with new machines on the status of the labor market. Robots are not machines. They 
are workers. 
15 Viz., how to prepare future generations of prime-age individuals for gainful and purposeful activity as artificial intelligence qualifies robot 
labor for increasingly diverse occupation. 
16 Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan. European Commission program to advance economic opportunities from the digital revolution, by 
encouraging the digital transformation of existing businesses and supporting more digital enterprises in Europe. It is hoped that the Digital 
Single Market will create hundreds of thousands of new jobs. Also, Innovative Vienna 2020: Vienna’s, Research, Technology, and Innovation 
Strategy.  
17 Startup Europe Week 2017, with hundreds of events in more than 40 countries, is a single annual event to promote entrepreneurship among 
younger persons but primarily directed to industrial projects. 
18 A Broad Understanding of Innovation and Its Importance for Innovation Policy, SSIC Secretariat Working Paper 1/2014, Wolfgang Polt,  
Joanneum Research. 
19 Such initiative would resemble the EU ‘2015 European Sustainable Development Network (ESDN)’ and the initiative for deployment of a 5G 
mobile communication system across member states.  
20 Europe Tomorrow, AHOKA, HUB among others. 
21 Resembling the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union specifying ‘fundamental social rights’ relevant to a new industrial era. 
These rights would be complimentary to ‘civil rights’ and liberties. “Social rights are a necessary complement to civil rights and liberties, since 
the latter cannot be enjoyed without a minimum of social security. This means that it is not freedom from the State that is achieved, but 
freedom with the State's help. These are, then, fundamental rights in the form of entitlements.” Mark Eric Butt, Julia Kübert and Christiane 
Anne Schultz, Division for Social, Legal and Cultural Affairs. The issuance of Establishing a European Pillar of Social Rights, The Commission to 
the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 26 April 2017, while 
commendable yet presents the social rights in the context of 20th century social norms and economic measures. 
22 Economic policy analysis conceived around ‘growth’ (measured as GDP)22; ‘standard-of-living’ (measured as GDP/Capita); ‘education 
attainment’ (measured as job, income, pension); ‘global competitiveness’ (measured as favorable foreign trade balances); and, ‘state revenues’ 

 

http://www.4-traders.com/J-C-PENNEY-COMPANY-INC-13158/news-twitter/The-retail-apocalypse-has-officially-descended-on-America-844563379784224768/
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(as measured by income tax rates).These reference measures are deemed deficient performance standards for gauging vital, orderly, economic, 
social, and civil society transition to a 21st century autonomous industrial era.  
23 Annual production of iron and steel were proximate measures of the economies status. 
24 While there remain large populations on various territories living in scarcity that yet would benefit from industrial output and extend the 
period of economic expansion, the pattern of their social existence will not like be as material intensive. Super expressways with millions of 
private automobiles are not likely to crisscross central Africa. Nor is ‘stable’ equivalent to ‘stagnant’. Female fashions can change constantly 
without constant increase in the wardrobe. 
25 See: The Rise and Fall of American Growth, Robert J. Gordon, for an account of prospects for future growth and means for job employment.  
26 The roadmap for moving to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050 is one example for such transition. 
27 Proposal for a new European Consensus on Development Our World, our Dignity, our Future, Communication from the Commission to the 
European Parliament, the council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. The Proposal, Section 3.1 
“Human Development, and Dignity” (Par. 25-34) address general aims for public welfare including Par 29 “EU will work harder to ensure 
everyone has the knowledge, skills, capabilities and rights they need to enjoy a life in dignity, to be fully engaged in society as responsible and 
productive adults, and to contribute to the social and economic well-being of their communities and to the promotion of and access to culture. 
28 Foreseen is an endeavor similar to: White Paper on the future of Europe: Avenues for unity for the EU, the EU Commission hosting a series of 
'Future of Europe Forums' across Europe's cities and regions. 
29 Among the principles and rights enshrined in the Pillar is the” aims at full-employment” Section 2.  
30 When unemployment rises, there is often disagreement among economists about whether the causes are structural/macroeconomic, or 
whether it is adjustment to cyclical deflation unemployment. The U.S. economy was not especially healthy before the financial crisis began in 
late 2007. The economy was already on pace for its slowest decade of growth since World War II. The mediocre economic growth, in turn, 
brought mediocre job and income growth — and the crisis more than erased those gains. 
31 A Europe 2030 Strategy pursues policies for industrial innovation and expansion of market-based output (viz., growth).   
32 See: Creative Industries Report Austria. The social services initiative in Austria is processed through the Austrian Research Promotion aimed 
at promoting creative social industries. 
33 See: Tax Reform in the EU Member States: Tax Policy Challenges for Economic Growth and Fiscal Sustainability, European Commission, 
September 2015. 
34 Enterprises employing robot labor may be obliged to disclose: the number of 'smart robots' they use, the savings made in social security 
contributions by use of robotics in place of human personnel, an evaluation of the amount and proportion of the revenue of the undertaking 
that results from the use of robotics and artificial intelligence.  
35 There are several Reports that address the subject of Education. Frequently these are concerned with comparative achievement levels using 
different dimensions. The 2015 Joint Report of the Council and the Commission on the Implementation of the Strategic Framework for 
European Cooperation in Education and Training (ET-2020) seeks to address the “challenge” for education “…in ensuring that the human and 
civic values we share are safeguarded…and to promote freedom of thought and expression…and laying the foundation for more inclusive 
societies through education…”. The Council shares this expression of aims. However, the Report does not express clearly the role for education 
in advancing the status of human development in an era of encroachment of artificial intelligence in the exercise of human intellectual and 
emotional expression.   
36 See: Key Competences for European Citizens in the Knowledge Society, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 20 December 2012. 
37 Future-oriented higher education: Which key competencies should be fostered through university teaching and learning? Marco Rieckmann 
38 The Council deems the European Union’s Convention on Robotethics 2025 a valuable document for commencing public consideration of the 
imminent effects from widespread presence of robot/AI forms among the public. 
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